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Abstract: Anxiety associated with chronic health conditions is a serious comorbidity with implications for health promotion 

and quality of life in adults with chronic illness. Thus there is value in identifying personal resources that may protect against 

anxiety. A recent concept that may meet this definition is that of emotional intelligence (EI). It was hypothesized that EI 

moderates anxiety levels among individuals with chronic conditions. A sample of 268 women living in Israel was recruited for 

this preliminary investigation (208 without a chronic condition, 60 with a diagnosed chronic illness such as high blood pressure 

or diabetes). Participants completed validated measures of anxiety and EI and provided health and demographic information. 

The evidence supported the hypothesized moderating effect of EI on level of anxiety in individuals with and without chronic 

conditions. While a simple comparison showed that individuals with chronic conditions reported higher levels of anxiety than 

their peers without a chronic condition, EI and the interaction term of EI and health condition showed a significant effect on 

anxiety, nullifying the simple effect of health condition. This preliminary study supports the potential role of EI in the 

experience of anxiety among individuals with a chronic health condition. Should future research support these findings, 

screening for at-risk populations as well as future interventions may be developed to improve quality of life for individuals 

coping with chronic illness. 
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1. Background 

Chronic health conditions challenge individuals’ daily 

function, may restrict abilities and activities, and present an 

ongoing threat to well-being and, at times, longevity [1, 2]. 

Studies that focused on maintaining optimal well-being and 

quality of life in patients with chronic conditions have paid 

much attention to anxiety as a measurable concept 

representing ongoing distress that is not only a major 

challenge in its own right but is also identified as a major risk 

factor and even comorbidity that may exacerbate existing 

conditions [3, 4]. 

Researchers and practitioners are therefore interested in 

identifying risk factors as well as protective factors 

associated with anxiety and the challenges it poses in 

association with chronic disease. Although studies have 

identified social support, education, and socioeconomic 

status (SES) as potential protective factors in this context [5], 

there is less empirical evidence of individual-level resources 

that may protect against anxiety in individuals with chronic 

conditions. 

This study examined one such potential factor, identified 

in the psychological and educational literature as a concept 

with much promise in this direction: emotional intelligence 

(EI). This relatively recent concept has been defined, either 

as an ability or as an amalgam of personality traits. Both 

definitions, however, share a common core: EI offers a 

conceptual framework for understanding how effectively 

individuals identify, process, and regulate emotions in 

themselves and others [6]. Measures of EI are associated with 

a broad range of life outcomes: from academic performance 

to job outcomes to, more recently, health outcomes [7, 8]. EI 

is hypothesized to have a protective effect on individuals 

facing health challenges through mechanisms related to stress 

processing and regulation [9]. 

If such is the case, can EI moderate the stress (and 

therefore, in the longer run, anxiety levels) evoked by 

chronic health conditions in individuals? Should evidence 
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identify EI as a protective factor in this context, such 

understandings may be the basis for future screening for at-

risk target populations and help practitioners develop 

intervention programs to reduce stress- and anxiety-related 

comorbidities in individuals with chronic health conditions. 

It was therefore hypothesized that EI levels will moderate 

anxiety-level differences in populations with and without 

chronic health conditions. 

2. Method 

2.1. Settings and Study Design 

A cross-sectional/correlational study design was adopted 

to test the hypothesized moderation model to minimize 

ethical issues and to get as close as possible to a target 

population that lives with chronic health conditions in the 

community (outside hospital and chronic care settings). 

2.2. Sample 

Two hundred sixty-eight women dwelling independently 

in their communities across Israel were recruited online, 

using snowball sampling, through a variety of social 

networks as part of a study of various health aspects of 

emotional experiences in daily life. Participants were divided 

into two groups based on their self-report of existing chronic 

conditions, which included diabetes, high blood pressure / 

coronary conditions, chronic pain, and cancer (in remission). 

Participants who reported an acute debilitating health 

condition (n = 4) were excluded from the sample. The 

chronic-condition subsample consisted of 60 participants, 

and the remaining participants reported not having any 

limiting chronic condition. 

2.3. Measures 

Participants completed a brief demographic questionnaire 

reporting their age, marital status, education, and income 

levels as well as the existence (and type) or absence of 

chronic illness. They also completed the following measures. 

Emotional intelligence. EI was assessed using the Trait 

Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire Short Form [6], a 30-

item self-report measure of trait emotional intelligence, 

chosen for its internal stability, which typically ranges 

from.85 to.90, and its predictive validity in health-related 

studies [see: 7]. 

Anxiety. Anxiety was assessed using the Hamilton 

Anxiety Rating Scale, administered online as a self-directed, 

structured computerized interview. The 14-item scale is 

considered the gold standard in research and practice for 

assessing anxiety symptoms in many settings, including 

clinical ones (e.g., in depression). Internal reliability is 

acceptable at.70 to.74. Known group validity was established 

in numerous studies [10]. 

2.4. Procedure 

The procedure was approved by the author’s IRB 

committee. Questionnaires were distributed online through 

social networks, and participants were asked to forward the 

link to the questionnaires to their acquaintances. 

2.5. Statistical Analyses 

Following the calculation of descriptive statistics and zero-

order correlations between the study variables, an analysis of 

covariance was conducted to compare participants with and 

without chronic conditions while controlling for background 

variables (age, SES) and testing the role of EI in this 

comparison. IBM-SPSS version 23.0 was used to perform 

these analyses. 

3. Results 

3.1. Participant Characteristics 

Before the proposed moderation model was tested, sample 

statistics were obtained; these are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Sample descriptive statistics (N = 268).  

Variable Percentage Mean (SD) Min/Max 

Age (years) — 39.94 (9.05) 19/65 

Education level 1 — — 

Elementary 5 — — 

High school 5 — — 

Post-secondary 49 — — 

BA or equivalent 40 — — 

MA or above  — — 

Income level  — — 

Much below national median 4 — — 

A little below median 7 — — 

Around the median 20 — — 

A little above median 35 — — 

Much above the median 34 — — 

Chronic health condition  — — 

None 77 — — 

Yes* 23 — — 

Ethnic group  — — 

Jewish 88 — — 

Christian 5 — — 

Muslim 7 — — 

* For reported conditions see text. 

The statistics suggest a sample that belongs in the upper 

middle class in terms of education and income level. A 

relatively high percentage of participants reported having at 

least one officially diagnosed chronic condition. The 

conditions reported were diabetes, high blood pressure, 

chronic pain (of undiagnosed origin), cardiac conditions, and 

cancer (in remission). 

3.2. Hypothesis Testing 

EI and anxiety scores were converted to standardized Z 

scores in order to test the hypothesized model. The analysis 

was first run using only the health-conditions groups and 

demographics (education and income level) as independent 

variables and anxiety as the dependent variable. The results 

are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Summary results of analysis of covariance comparing anxiety levels 

of participants with and without a chronic condition and controlling for 

demographic variables. 

Variable 

Mean (SD) in the 

group with no chronic 

conditions (n = 208) 

Mean (SD) in the 

group with chronic 

conditions (n = 60) 

F (df) 

Anxiety .56 (1.03) −.07 (.98) 
10.42 (1, 

266)** 

Education 4.33 (1.08) 4.30 (1.00) NS 

Income 3.90 (1.07) 3.95 (1.09) NS 

*p <.05 **p <.01 

The results lend support to the existing literature: 

participants with chronic health conditions reported higher 

levels of anxiety. Demographic variables did not significantly 

interfere with this effect. In the second step, a linear multiple 

regression was calculated with condition, EI, and the 

interaction term inserted while controlling for demographics. 

The results are displayed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Summary results of multiple regression for anxiety levels using 

condition group, emotional intelligence, and an interaction term as 

independent variables (N = 268). 

Variable Beta Zero-order Pearson’s r 

Group (with and without chronic 

conditions) 
−.12 −.16* 

EI −.32** −.39** 

EI × Group −16** −.25** 

Age  −.08 −.12 

Income −.09 −.17* 

Education  .01 −.10 

*p <.05 **p <.01 

The analysis results support the hypothesized model: the 

group differences disappeared, whereas both EI and the 

interaction term showed strong and medium effect sizes, 

respectively. Demographic variables (age, income, and 

education level) did not show significant effects when 

inserted alongside the main independent variables. 

4. Discussion 

The psychosocial toll of chronic illness is well documented 

in the literature [11]. Although interventions are being 

developed and better care protocols tested, it may also be of 

value to identify personal resources that can buffer the effects 

of chronic conditions and ameliorate stress, anxiety, and their 

secondary effects on individuals and their social circles. EI 

emerges from the recent literature as a potential resource 

with such properties: it has been demonstrated to buffer the 

effects of stress and to show beneficial effects for chronic 

conditions such as diabetes [8, 12]. Can EI serve as a 

protective factor against anxiety in chronically ill individuals? 

This study put this question to a preliminary test in a 

snowball sample of upper-middle-class women living and 

working in Israel. 

The results support the hypothesized role of EI: whereas 

simple comparisons showed higher levels of reported anxiety 

among participants with chronic conditions than among those 

with no chronic condition, this effect disappeared when EI 

and the interaction between EI and health-condition group 

were added to the analyses. EI showed a strong effect on 

anxiety levels, and the interaction term showed an additional 

medium-size effect. Interestingly, demographics did not play 

a significant role and did not interfere with the effects 

reported here. These findings fit the existing theoretical and 

empirical literature on EI, suggesting that this concept 

represents individuals’ ability and tendency to ‘work well 

with emotions’ and to regulate emotional responses in a 

manner that allows more efficient coping [9, 13]. The results 

may suggest that individuals with chronic conditions indeed 

cope with higher levels of anxiety. However, they also 

suggest that EI plays a major role in determining the 

experience of anxiety in general (even when unrelated to the 

chronic condition) and moderates anxiety among those in the 

chronic-condition group. 

Although these conclusions are encouraging, readers 

should consider the study limitations in interpreting the 

results. The sample was modest in size, included women only, 

and was biased culturally and socioeconomically. However, 

these apparent limitations may actually lend more validity to 

the results: Israel provides full health coverage to every 

citizen or resident (which may be one reason why we did not 

find that income affected our results); and Israeli culture is a 

blend of mostly Western and Mediterranean values, norms, 

and behavior patterns [14] and may therefore reflect more 

cultural diversity than other samples might. In addition, 

finding these results in a relatively ‘robust’ sample of upper-

middle-class women (who may have better access to 

resources than lower-SES individuals) suggests that in lower-

income, lower-education samples such results may be even 

more dramatic—as these populations are usually considered 

more vulnerable [15]. The use of self-report measures 

(although showing good reliability and validity indices) may 

lead to additional biases, and calls for future studies to use 

more ‘objective’ measures, especially as outcomes. 

5. Conclusion 

These limitations notwithstanding, the evidence provides 

preliminary directions for future investigation: the potential 

of EI as a protective factor among people with chronic illness 

should be addressed in broader samples, including diverse 

target population segments, and under more conditions. Use 

of a broader range of measures, especially for outcome 

assessment, may help support and further validate the 

direction pointed to in this study. Should further evidence 

support the findings reported herein, such knowledge may be 

a basis for future screening for high-risk individuals and 

groups as well as for developing interventions to support 

individuals coping with the consequences of their chronic 

conditions. 
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